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GDPR IN EFS
INTRODUCTION
Beginning on 25th May, 2018, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) redefines the legal requirements
to conduct surveys. Users who seek to obtain insights from their respondents have to follow new rules when they
process personal data relating to respondents. Some of the key changes are:

›

The GDPR rises the bar for relying on valid consent for conducting surveys. A valid consent requires a clear,
informed, explicit and affirmative statement from your respondents. Users must inform respondents about the
survey in clear and plain language. Pre-ticked consent boxes are prohibited and will not serve as a valid consent.

›

When they collect and assess feedback data, users must to be able to demonstrate how they comply with the
new data protection regulation, e.g. users must define the purpose of data processing prior to each survey.

›

Personal data shall not be kept longer than is necessary for the purpose of the processing, i.e. feedback assessment. This implies that there is a time limit how long personal data can be used after the survey. Therefore, users should define a retention period for respondent’s personal data after which such data will be deleted.

›

The GDPR provides respondents with several rights, including a right to object any data processing, a right to
withdraw consent and to transfer their data in a commonly-used machine readable format.

›

Supervisory authorities have powers to impose significant fines of up to Euro 20million or 4% of total worldwide annual turn-over for users that do not comply with the GDPR.

If activated, Questback’s Privacy Assistant

›

enables users to identify (“flag”) personal data prior to the survey to ensure complete and accurate deletion of
personal data which is no longer needed after the survey.

›

supports users to create a “consent form” to obtain informed, explicit and valid consent from their respondents.

›

offers a library of purposes statements to provide adequate information to respondents about the purpose for
data processing.

›

helps users to provide statutory information to their respondents as required by the GDPR, e.g. contact information, individual rights, retention period and many more.

›

allows users to create an information sheet for respondents on their personal data which can be exported
(data portability).
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IMPACT ON FEEDBACK DATA COLLECTION
Without going into too much detail, the green boxes in the following overview show you the areas in the GDPR
that are of particular importance when creating and running surveys.

Below you can see the upcoming GDPR assistance package, which will assist you in the setting up GDPR compliant surveys.
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PRIVACY ASSISTANT FOR YOUR SURVEY
This is where you enable GDPR assistance for your survey.

Once the GDPR assistant has been activated, you will be able to configure your consent form as well as to set
a retention period for the personal data you are about to collect.
The configuration is done within the new ‘respondent consent form’ page in the questionnaire editor.
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SETTING UP A CONSENT FORM

The consent form can be created from scratch or by adapting one of our example forms from the library (for each
of your survey languages).

In addition to the purpose statement you will need to add a couple of fields that ensure that you end up with a fully
compliant GDPR consent. The tooltips will assist you in adding the needed information (see on next page).
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THE CONSENT FORM MANAGER

Creating a complete consent form from scratch can be quite challenging, that’s why we’ve added a couple of processing purpose statements for the most common use cases into the library

You can also use the library to maintain consent forms that you want to re-use across different survey projects
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SET A RETENTION PERIOD
With retention period you set the time until all respondent data that you have flagged as personal data should be
deleted. This must be in place since personal data must be kept “no longer than is necessary for the purposes for
which the personal data are processed” with GDPR.

The retention period needs to be set before publishing your survey.

FLAG PERSONAL DATA IN YOUR SURVEY
When your survey is enabled for GDPR, this setting will be available for all question types as well as participant
variables.
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DELETION OF PERSONAL DATA
By ticking the ‘flag as personal data’ box, all answers to that question are flagged as personal data and can be
deleted by Questback upon your request.
Also, all variables flagged a personal will be deleted automatically after the retention period expires.
This setting can be activated even after you’ve published or closed your quest – but not deactivated.
You can even delete personal data for projects that are already running (after you have activated the privacy assistant) by using a new option under ‘reset survey’
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… AND THE RESPONDENTS?
You need of course tell your respondents they can feel safe with a fully GDPR compliant survey. When you have
enabled your quest like described above – the selected statement page will be displayed for the respondents
to agree with the terms.
And each individual agreement of your purpose statement is logged by Questback, together with date, time and
the statement version.
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Questback ist europäischer Marktführer für Enterprise Feedback Management. Mit Befragungs- und Feedbacksoftware von Questback gewinnen Unternehmen gesicherte Erkenntnisse für erfolgreiche Geschäftsentscheidungen.
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